For over 50 years Mustang Survival has been delivering confidence to those who work, play, or protect on or in the water. Our headquarters, the Mustang Waterlife Studio in British Columbia, Canada, includes a science lab to test human physiology and material properties, a prototyping shop that our industrial design and engineering team can craft product concepts, a 11 foot deep testing pool to evaluate new design, and a full manufacturing center to carefully craft our marine gear. The Mustang Waterlife Studio is located on the banks of the mighty Fraser River which feeds the Pacific Ocean, allowing us to test products in the real-world the same day we build them. By controlling every facet of the product experience from concept to mixed reality, we can truly challenge the status quo of how marine gear is designed and built.

We work to protect and enrich the lives of those that share our belief; that a life on the water is better than a life on land.
For 2019 and beyond, we've organized our products by environment to help our customers easily identify the products they need.

The waterlife collection is at the center of our product architecture. These are products that have a wide range of use across environments, activities, and outputs. Waterlife products build a foundation for assortments, allowing customers to assort Waterlife products with specialized choices to create the right assortment for the customer.
After 30+ years of keeping the elite professional user dry in Mustang Survival drysuits, we are leveraging that knowledge to launch our first truly recreational-focused Drysuits. Designed for in-water use across a variety of activities, the Hudson™ drysuit launches Mustang Survival forward with a product we’ve already been mastering for decades. (p. 22)

The inshore environment demands technical apparel that works hard. Designed in tandem with inshore sailing racers, the new Callan™ franchise is worn primarily in warmer weather conditions and takes advantage of a new MarineSpec™ waterproof, breathable fabric that excels when working hard on a boat. The kit for 2019 includes a versatile inshore Jacket & Shorts, with a pair of Salopettes that truly excel at inshore sailing. (p. 18)

Complementing the new collection is a Waterlife thermal jacket, the Torrens™, that can be worn across environments. The Torrens™ takes advantage of premium Polartec® Alpha fabric and should be a mainstay in everyone’s marine assortment. (p. 24)

New updates to the kids PFD line form the backbone to our PFD updates for the season. Updated styling, fabrics, and colours modernize the line which keeps evolving to meet the needs of the young mariners of the future. (p. 52)

Evolutions for the rest of the line highlight our 2019 assortments.

2019 RECREATION COLLECTION
Our Waterlife collection includes products that can be used across all environments, activities, and output levels. This gear can be used as a foundation to build robust assortments by combining them with specialized product selections.
OFFSHORE CORE COMPONENTS

Built to withstand the most severe conditions the ocean can create, this gear has been put to the test by the world’s elite users.

Core components of the offshore assortment include seamless integration of all products, our most bomber materials, innovative manufacturing techniques, and a focused design effort around fit and layering for offshore activities.

WATERLIFE / OFFSHORE COMPLEMENTS

Carefully curated from our Waterlife collection, these selected pieces exceed performance expectations in the Offshore environment.
INSHORE CORE COMPONENTS

Designed to be lightweight and nimble while providing enhanced protection from the elements, this gear is designed for inshore use where mobility, fit, and versatility is key.

WATERLIFE / INSHORE COMPLEMENTS

Carefully curated from our Waterlife collection, these selected pieces excel in the inshore environment.
IN WATER CORE COMPONENTS

Our technical expertise in Float and Dry is especially utilized in this high activity environment where getting in and out of the water is a given. Extended performance that is both light weight and abrasion resistant is paramount.

WATERLIFE / IN WATER COMPLEMENTS

Carefully curated from our Waterlife collection, these selected pieces reign supreme in water.
TECHNICAL APPAREL
**MERIS™ JACKET**

**MODEL:** MJ3510  
**SIZE:** S-XL (XS in Admiral only)

*INTENDED USE:*
Great for ocean racing, sailing, and boating.

*SPECS:*
- Offshore fit allows for layering
- Fitted hood design turns with the head, and has peripheral view windows
- AIS/EPIRB shoulder pocket for easy access in an emergency situation
- Neoprene lapping inner cuff system significantly decreases water ingress
- 100% waterproof YKK® Aquaguard® zipper
- Zipped, fleece lined hand warmer pockets
- Low profile cargo pockets keep bulk out of your way
- Exclusive MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments

**MERIS™ SPRAY TOP**

**MODEL:** MS3000  
**SIZE:** S-XL

*INTENDED USE:*
Built off a minimalistic lightweight chassis, this smock delivers unrestricted movement, quick venting, and waterproof, breathable performance geared for active racing.

*SPECS:*
- Exclusive MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments
- Exclusive neoprene neck gasket combines one-handed venting with a quick seal
- AIS/EPIRB shoulder pocket for easy access in an emergency situation
- Neoprene lapping inner cuff system significantly decreases water ingress
- Quick vent front zip opening enables one-handed opening of neck seal for quick venting, and easy closure for a secure neck seal
- Two zipped hand pockets

**MERIS™ SALOPETTES**

**MODEL:** MS2000  
**SIZE:** S-XL

*INTENDED USE:*
Utilizing the same DNA as the professional EP Franchise, these high-performing salopettes deliver unrestricted movement, durable high-wear areas, and lightweight performance.

*SPECS:*
- Exclusive MarineSpec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments
- Adjustable shoulders for a more comfortable and secure fit
- 100% waterproof YKK® Aquaguard® zipper
- Dedicated reinforced knife pocket
- Notes window for easy reference of sailing instructions, rig tuning notes or electronic screens from your thigh pocket
- Streamlined thigh pocket reduces catch points
- Knee pads enable easier movement around the boat, for comfort on longer days and reduced injuries
- Seat and knees are reinforced with 500D CORDURA for robust durability

**MUSTANG SURVIVAL / LIVE BEYOND LAND™**

**PRODUCT GUIDE**

**TECHNICAL APPAREL / OFFSHORE**
CALLAN™ JACKET
MODEL #: MJ2900
SIZE: S - XXL
INTENDED USE: GREAT FOR SAILING, FISHING, BOATING, FLATWATER PADDLING, SUP, KAYAK FISHING

SPCS:
- MarineSpec™ MP: Our lightest waterproof, windproof protection with maximum flexibility
- Fitted Alpine style hood turns with you for full peripheral vision
- YKK® AquaGuard® zippers keeps moisture out
- Athletic fit easily moves with you during high output activities
- Minimalist styling resulting in lightweight and enhanced breathability
- Water resistant pocket zippers
- Internal hanging loop, for easy drying
- Cinch to fit, with an adjustable draw cord waist
- One chest pocket, two hand pockets
- Fully seam sealed

The lightest waterproof, breathable jacket in our line-up. Designed for inshore environments, 3-Layer MarineSpec™ MP has stretch for dynamic movements, perfect for working hard at the regatta.

CALLAN™ WATERPROOF SHORTS
MODEL #: MP2901
SIZE: S-XXL
INTENDED USE: GREAT FOR SAILING, FISHING, BOATING

SPCS:
- MarineSpec™ MP: Our lightest waterproof, windproof protection with maximum flexibility
- Reinforced Knees and seat
- 2-way YKK AquaGuard zipper for flexible ventilation
- Lightweight knee pads stay put with knee adjustment tabs
- Neoprene ankle closures are built for deck shoes, accommodates boots
- Adjustable Hook Ladder™ shoulder straps allow comfortable, secure adjustments
- Thigh pocket (one)
- Low profile adjustable waist

Super lightweight with a smart athletic cut, Callan waterproof shorts enable maximum performance while offering comfort, protection and high breathability. Keep water off your butt.

CALLAN™ SALOPETTES
MODEL #: MP2900
SIZE: S-XXL
INTENDED USE: GREAT FOR SAILING, FISHING, BOATING

SPCS:
- MarineSpec™ MP: Our lightest waterproof, windproof protection with maximum flexibility
- Durable, reinforced seat with external seam tape
- Adjustable waist and belt option
- Cinch cords on legs to keep water out
- Thigh pocket (one)
- Fully seam sealed

Lift, grind, and rail. Waterproof, windproof, Callan Salopettes with MarineSpec™ was developed for maximum breathability in high output marine activities. Super lightweight and nimble with a smart athletic cut.
Taku™ Waterproof Jacket

**Models:** MJ1000  **Sizes:** XS* - XXL

Our go-to waterproof, breathable jacket designed for inshore environments. MarineSpec™ SP fabric is lightweight yet durable, excelling on those cool and wet marine adventures.

**specs**
- Exclusive MarineSpec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments.
- Streamlined design reduces bulk and snag hazards for enhanced mobility.
- Fitted style hood design turns with the head for full peripheral vision.
- Ample room in the articulated shoulders and elbows for enhanced mobility and comfort.
- Low-profile pockets are snug free and store essential gear.
- Neoprene wrist closures cinch tight to keep water and fish guts out.
- Wear with the Taku™ Waterproof Bib Pant for optimal dry and thermal protection.

**SPECS**
- Exclusive MarineSpec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments.
- Streamlined design reduces bulk and snag hazards for enhanced mobility.
- Fitted style hood design turns with the head for full peripheral vision.
- Ample room in the articulated shoulders and elbows for enhanced mobility and comfort.
- Low-profile pockets are snug free and store essential gear.
- Neoprene wrist closures cinch tight to keep water and fish guts out.
- Wear with the Taku™ Waterproof Bib Pant for optimal dry and thermal protection.

Taku™ Waterproof Bib Pants

**Models:** MP1000  **Sizes:** S-XXL

These versatile, hard working, high mobility bib pants are our inshore workhorses. MarineSpec™ SP fabric provides protection and lightweight comfort for moving about the boat.

**specs**
- Exclusive Marine-Spec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments.
- Light, functional, snag-free design reduces bulk and improves mobility.
- Large-front zipper eases donning.
- Low profile pockets offer easy access to essentials.
- Articulated knee pads provide comfort when kneeling or moving around boat.
- Wear with the Taku™ Waterproof Jacket for optimal dry and thermal protection.

**SPECS**
- Exclusive Marine-Spec™ SP waterproof, breathable fabric has been designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments.
- Streamlined design reduces bulk and snag hazards for enhanced mobility.
- Fitted style hood design turns with the head for full peripheral vision.
- Ample room in the articulated shoulders and elbows for enhanced mobility and comfort.
- Low-profile pockets are snug free and store essential gear.
- Neoprene wrist closures cinch tight to keep water and fish guts out.
- Wear with the Taku™ Waterproof Bib Pant for optimal dry and thermal protection.
**NEW**

**Hudson™ Dry Suit**

*Model #: MSD200*

- Size: XS-XXXL
- Intended Use: Great for: Paddling, Sailing, Boating, Kayaking, Fishing, SUP, Flatwater Paddling, Whitewater Paddling

**Arc™ 2PS Anorak**

*Model #: MZ2000*

- Size: S-XXL
- Intended Use: Great for: Kayaking, Fishing, Fly Fishing, Boating, Flatwater Paddling, SUP

**Arc™ 2PS Bib Pants**

*Model #: MP2000*

- Size: S-XXL
- Intended Use: Great for: Kayaking, Fishing, Sailing, Boating, Flatwater Paddling, SUP

**Arc™ 2PS Bibs & Quick Lock Together**

- Anorak & Bibs must be the same size in order to seal together

---

**Speck**

- MarineSpec™ BP fabric for bomber protection
- Waterproof, Breathable, Super Durable
- Adjustable CCS™ Exoskin® Neck Seal, for quick one-handed watertight closure
- Waterproof YKK® AQUASEAL® zipper doubles as entry and relief zipper
- Easy wear internal suspenders balance suit weight for maximum fit and comfort
- Replacement suspenders available (MA0200)
- Watertight zippered pockets on sleeve and thigh
- Trimmable neoprene wrist cuffs for custom fit
- Wrist overcuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
- Super lightweight molded knee pads stay put with knee adjustment tabs
- Reinforced sock soles can handle extra abuse (made with our bladder material)
- External hanging loop, for drying

**Arc™ 2PS Anorak**

- Streamlined design reduces bulk and snag hazards for enhanced mobility
- Fitted hood design turns with the head for full peripheral vision
- Adjustable CCS™ Exoskin® Neck Seal easily loosens and tightens with one hand
- Fleece lined storm collar for reduced chafing
- Front drop-in chest pockets allow you to quickly stow items while wearing a PFD
- Left arm pocket for easy-access storage of essential items
- Latex wrist seals and over cuffs keep water from running down your arms
- Exclusive 4-layer MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments
- Wear with Arc™ 2PS Bibs for optimal dry and thermal protection

**Arc™ 2PS Bib Pants**

- Exclusive MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments
- Adjustable suspenders with low profile buckles for seamless integration with ARC 2PS™ Anorak, and reduced interference with other outerwear or PFDs
- Top drop-in pocket for easy access to core items
- TiZip® MasterSeal 6 waterproof relief zipper
- Seat and knees are reinforced with 500D CORDURA® with a Durable Waterproof Repellency coating for robust durability
- Thigh pocket is accessible when in a seated position for enhanced functionality
- Integrated dry socks keep your feet dry and comfortable (made with our bladder material)
- High-wearing outsole on dry socks for extended product life span
- Wear with ARC 2PS™ Anorak for optimal dry and thermal protection

---

Our first ever recreational dry suit! Comfortable all day wear with complete dry performance and maximum breathability. Engineered & built at the Mustang Waterlife Studio in British Columbia.

**SPECS**

- MarineSpec™ BP fabric for bomber protection
- Adjustable CCS™ Exoskin® neck seal, for quick one-handed watertight closure
- Waterproof YKK® AQUASEAL® zipper doubles as entry and relief zipper
- Easy wear internal suspenders balance suit weight for maximum fit and comfort
- Replacement suspenders available (MA0200)
- Watertight zippered pockets on sleeve and thigh
- Trimmable neoprene wrist cuffs for custom fit
- Wrist overcuffs protect seals, and easily peel back for sleeve adjustment
- Super lightweight molded knee pads stay put with knee adjustment tabs
- Reinforced sock soles can handle extra abuse (made with our bladder material)
- External hanging loop, for drying

---

A completely unique Mustang Survival solution. This bomber Bib built with MarineSpec™ BP has full dry socks for wading and also seals to the Arc Anorak on the fly to create a full body dry solution!

**SPECS**

- Exclusive MarineSpec™ BP waterproof, breathable fabric designed and tested to hold up in tough salt-water environments
- Adjustable suspenders with low profile buckles for seamless integration with ARC 2PS™ Anorak, and reduced interference with other outerwear or PFDs
- Top drop-in pocket for easy access to core items
- TiZip® MasterSeal 6 waterproof relief zipper
- Seat and knees are reinforced with 500D CORDURA® with a Durable Waterproof Repellency coating for robust durability
- Thigh pocket is accessible when in a seated position for enhanced functionality
- Integrated dry socks keep your feet dry and comfortable (made with our bladder material)
- High-wearing outsole on dry socks for extended product life span
- Wear with ARC 2PS™ Anorak for optimal dry and thermal protection
**TORRENS™ JACKET (MID LAYER)**

MODEL # MJ2519

Our go to thermal jacket uses carefully body-mapped synthetic materials that perform in marine environments. Proven in our lab at the Mustang Waterlife Studio to be highly insulative, breathable, quick drying and good looking.

**SPECS**
- Polartec® Alpha® insulation layer dries quickly and keeps you warm even when wet
- Soft wicking inner liner pulls moisture away from the body to keep you dry
- Outer shell has DWR (durable water repellent finish) and can handle light wind and rain
- DWR stretch wrist cuffs provide a barrier against wetness and keeps water from running up your arms
- Two front hand pockets plus inside chest pocket
- Athletic fit excellently layers under our waterproof outerwear

**INTENDED USE**
WATER ACTIVITIES

**REGULATE 230 BASE LAYER**

MODEL # MSL609 ZIP NECK TOP
MODEL # MSL610 BASE LAYER BOTTOM

Heavier weight performance base layers with merino blend fabric that lets you do your job or have some fun on the water without the itch or stink. 230 weight provides extra warmth and comfort. Engineered for use as a system under all Mustang Survival apparel.

**SPECS**
- Merino wool gives superior thermal protection, even when wet
- Quick-dry synthetics wick moisture away from your skin and regulate your temperature during heavy activity
- No itch and no stink

**INTENDED USE**
WATER ACTIVITIES

**REGULATE 175 BASE LAYER**

MODEL # MSL611 ZIP NECK TOP
MODEL # MSL608 BASE LAYER BOTTOM

Lighter weight performance base layers with merino blend fabric, preferred by many of our top sailing ambassadors that let’s them live in their base layers offshore without the itch or stink. 175 weight provides maximum wicking performance during higher outputs. Engineered for use as a system under all Mustang Survival apparel.

**SPECS**
- Merino wool gives superior thermal protection, even when wet
- Quick-dry synthetics wick moisture away from your skin and regulate your temperature during heavy activity
- No itch and no stink

**INTENDED USE**
WATER ACTIVITIES
Perfect for wet work, these open fingered sailing gloves can stand the abuse. Flexible design molds to your hands with increased wear. Keeps sweat away and promotes grip.

**SPCIS**
- Engineered for wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers and a silicon grip closure buckled under wrist to avoid snag.
- Breathable corduroy nylon on the back of the hand and an open-finger design keep sweat away and promote grip.
- Gun cut pattern and PVC overlay on the palms and a heavy-duty, flexible construction that stands up to constant abrasion.
- Cut to reduce bulk, promote articulation, and work with seals and watches, this glove stretches to fit with use.

**EP 3250 OPEN FINGER GLOVES**

**EP 3250 FULL FINGER GLOVES**

Great for wet work. These gloves are hard working and can stand up to constant abrasion. The more you wear them the better they fit as they mold to your hand with use.

**SPCIS**
- Engineered for wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers and a silicon grip closure buckled under wrist to avoid snag.
- Gun cut pattern and PVC overlay on the palms and a heavy-duty, flexible construction that stands up to constant abrasion.
- Cut to reduce bulk, promote articulation, and work with seals and watches, this glove stretches to fit with use.
- Molded 3mm neoprene on the back of the hand helps keep warmth in and water out.

**SPECS**
- Engineered for wet work with synthetic leather on the fingers and a silicon grip closure buckled under wrist to avoid snag.
- Breathable corduroy nylon on the back of the hand and an open-finger design keep sweat away and promote grip.
- Gun cut pattern and PVC overlay on the palms and a heavy-duty, flexible construction that stands up to constant abrasion.
- Cut to reduce bulk, promote articulation, and work with seals and watches, this glove stretches to fit with use.

**TRACTION UV GLOVES**

**TRACTION OPEN FINGER GLOVES**

These hard wearing gloves offer UPF 50 protection against the harmful rays of the sun. Excellent grip with knuckle overlays for abrasion resistance and easy off finger tabs make these a must have.

**SPCIS**
- Finger pull tabs with silicon grip for easy doffing.
- Lightweight polyester Spandex knit with UPF treated yarns keep your hands protected and cool.
- Extended index finger reduces blisters and cuts.
- AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip and abrasion resistance.
- Cuff closure tab with silicon grip makes it easier to pull gloves on.

**SPECS**
- Finger pull tabs with silicon grip for easy doffing.
- Lightweight polyester Spandex knit with UPF treated yarns keep your hands protected and cool.
- Extended index finger reduces blisters and cuts.
- AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip and abrasion resistance.
- Cuff closure tab with silicon grip makes it easier to pull gloves on.

**EP 3250 OPEN FINGER GLOVES**

**EP 3250 FULL FINGER GLOVES**

**TRACTION UV GLOVES**

**TRACTION OPEN FINGER GLOVES**

**MATERIAL**
- MARINE

**SIZE**
- S-XL (MENS)

**COLORS**
- Gray/Fluorescent Yellow Green

**INTENDED USE**
- WATER ACTIVITIES
TRACTION FULL FINGER GLOVES

MODEL# MA603 02Z

SIZE S-XL

INTENDED USE WATER ACTIVITIES

PRODUCT GUIDE 2019

MUSTANG SURVIVAL / LIVE BEYOND LAND™

A hard working pair of gloves with unmatched wet grip. Abrasion resistant with knuckle overlays for added protection without the bulk. Handy cuff closure tab and pairing snaps.

SPCIFICS
- Fold back thumb, index and middle finger for full dexterity
- Back of hands are 2.5mm neoprene
- AX Suede™ G-Series palm overlays provide unmatched wet grip and abrasion resistance
- Knuckle overlays offer added protection without adding bulk
- Cuff closure tab with silicon grip and pairing snaps

WATERLIFE / GLOVES

GRAY/BLUE 269
BAGS & PACKS
This bag is basically a dry suit for gear. The fully waterproof zipper is the same you would find on our top dry suits. No water is getting into this bag. Strap it to a boat deck and it’s ready to go to work.

**GREENWATER WATERPROOF DECK BAGS 35L / 65L**

**MODEL#** MA2611 (35L) / MA2612 (65L)  
**CAPACITY** 35L / 65L  

Our biggest volume, waterproof take on a sailor bag with backpack straps for ease of mobility. You can stuff this pack for trips and not have to worry about anything getting wet. A top drawstring compartment lets you store stinky stuff if you really want to.

**HIGHWATER™ 80L WATERPROOF GEAR HAULER**

**MODEL#** MA2616  
**CAPACITY** 60L + 20L (TOP SECTION)

This is an awesome lightweight go anywhere waterproof day pack. Drop in mesh pockets and lash points to tie a fishing rod. Handsfree, watertight and ready for any adventure.

**HIGHWATER™ 22L WATERPROOF DAY PACK**

**MODEL#** MA2615  
**CAPACITY** 22L

### SPECS

- Absolutely watertight, with a 420 Denier Hypalon shell and Aquaseal® dry suit zipper
- Reinforced rubberized handles
- Removable shoulder strap makes it comfortable to carry, even when crammed with heavy gear
- Rectangular construction lets you pack it tighter, and full perimeter tie-downs guarantee it’s stored securely

- 60L+20L storage capacity: 60L of dry storage plus 20L of additional top storage
- Fully waterproof gear hauler with waterproof construction and materials
- Heavy duty 420 Denier double-coated nylon that is PVC-free
- Roll top material is a waterproof and PVC-free 210 rip-stop fabric:
- Radio frequency (RF) welded seams are watertight
- Three grab handles for easy transport or lash points
- Slim, padded shoulder straps free up the hands while transporting
- Interior waterproof roll-top closure with easy to open drawstring exterior opening
- Ideal for extended water adventures

- Fully waterproof 210 Denier PVC-free ripstop nylon fabric shell
- Roll-top closure ensures main chamber stays dry
- Lash point lets you attach and carry your fishing rod with ease
- Three quick-access exterior drop-in mesh pockets for frequently accessed items: two water bottle sleeves on the sides, and one large volume pocket with key-clip on front
- Slim padded backpack straps keep hands free
- Excellent size to house the essentials you need to keep dry: a change of clothes, your cellphone, wallet, and keys

### WATERLIFE

- 13 BLACK 65L
- 13 BLACK 35L

- 191 ADMIRAL GRAY

- INTERNAL ROLL TOP CLOSURE
- 210D FLOATING COLLAR
- RADIO FREQUENCY (RF) WELDED SEAMS ARE WATERTIGHT
**BLUEWATER ROLL TOP DRY BAGS 5L / 10L / 15L / 20L / 35L**

We’ve updated our waterproof dry bags with a super cool shark-tooth texture for added durability. Great for storing clothes, snacks or anything you want to keep bone dry.

**SPC**
- 210 Denier ripstop nylon is TPU coated for maximum waterproofing
- Fully welded construction with taped seams for added reinforcement
- Unique cube design packs together tightly and won’t roll around on deck

**PACIFICA™ 40L/60L WEATHERPROOF DUFFEL**

The “Bath Tub bag”. It has a waterproof bathtub bottom and watertight welded seams. Fully weatherproof with adjustable straps that allow you to remove or use as a backpack.

**SPC**
- Heavy-duty 420 Denier double-coated PVC-free nylon
- Waterproof bathtub construction on bottom keeps your gear dry when setting down in super wet areas or puddles
- Radio frequency (RF) welded seams are watertight
- Water-resistant lid sheds water. Protective storm flap keeps water out
- YKK® coil zipper with long zipper pulls for fast and easy access
- The internal mesh lid pocket keeps small items organized.
- Removable foam liner protects and cushions gear, and can be used as a seat
- Shoulder straps easily deploy when you need to free up your hands
- Grab handles along the perimeter for easy transport, and sliding in and out of tight spaces
- 40L size meets most size restrictions for aircraft carry on requirements

**BLUEWATER 55L GEAR HAULER**

This 55L is great for weekend trips or travel. Plenty of compartments to stow away your stuff. Back straps and grab handles for easy maneuverability and a MOLLE attachment point on the front for clipping on extras.

**SPC**
- 210 Denier TPU coated ripstop nylon shell with TPU coated webbing, grab handles and clip points
- Travel-ready size with foam back stiffener, compression straps, sternum strap, back away shoulder straps
- Expandable seam-taped wet gear pocket
- Hypalon MOLLE panel for convenient accessory attachment

**BLUEWATER 30L GEAR HAULER**

Durable and toteable 30L with a coat pouch hanger to stuff your hoodie in makes this bag super convenient. MOLLE panel on the front is great for attaching on any accessories.

**SPC**
- 210 Denier TPU coated ripstop nylon shell and TPU coated handles and clip points
- Sternum strap, comfort-foam back stiffener, compression system
- Hypalon MOLLE panel for convenient accessory attachment
- Exterior wet storage
- Roll top dry storage compartment
- Extended zipper for easy access to contents
BLUEWATER 15L GEAR HAULER

MODEL# MA2607 CAPACITY 15L

Super lightweight slim profile day pack than can quickly convert to a hydration pack. MOLLE panel on the front is great for attaching any accessories that you want to take along.

SPECs
- Hydration-ready sleeve built-in (hydration bladder not included)
- 210 Denier ripstop nylon shell and TPU coated clips
- Hypalon MOLLE panel and internal organization system
- Secure sternum strap, comfort-foam back stiffener, and slim-fit shape

WATERLIFE / BAGS & PACKS
FLOTATION
EP 38 INFLATABLE OCEAN RACING VEST (COLORS OF BUOYANCY WHEN INFLATED)

**Model # USA: MD6284 - CAN: MD6254**
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Approval:** USCG Type I / Type II Commercial
**TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)**

Our offshore ocean racing PFD, the EP38 is ready to race and meets ISAF compliance. Our lowest profile, highest level of buoyancy inflatable. Our only PFD with an integrated spray hood.

**SPECS**
- ISAF Race Ready (combines Coast Guard approvals and ISAF compliance for ultimate performance)
- Low profile, lightweight chassis cut for active use
- 360 degree motion for high output grinding and sail changes
- Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) will only inflate when submerged in 4” or more water, and not in rain, spray, or high humidity
- Discreet manual inflation handle prevents snags
- Back mounted, storable spray hood
- Marine-grade retro-reflective materials and whistle
- Integrated sailing harness with soft tie-in
- Lifting loop + internal storage for AIS, PLBs, strobes and other electronics

**INTENDED USE**
GREAT FOR
- Ocean Racing
- Sailing

**COLORS**
- BLACK
- RED/BLACK
- GRAY/BLACK

HIT™ INFLATABLE PFD WITH HARNESS

**Model # USA: MD6284 02 - CAN: MD6254 02**
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Approval:** USCG Type I / Type II Commercial
**TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)**

The most popular sailing PFD in our inflatable line. Offshore capable with an integrated harness and our highest level of buoyancy. Hammar Hydrostatic Inflator Technology (HIT™) to withstand harsh offshore conditions.

**SPECS**
- Strobe light holder safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on inflation cell
- Stainless steel harness rings
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Water resistant pocket

**INTENDED USE**
GREAT FOR
- Sailing
- Fishing / Boating

**COLORS**
- BLACK
- RED/BLACK
- GRAY/BLACK

HIT™ INFLATABLE PFD

**Model # USA: MD6283 02 - CAN: MD6253 02**
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Approval:** USCG Type I / Type II Commercial
**TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)**

Award-winning PFD, offshore capable with our highest level of buoyancy. Hammar hydrostatic inflator technology to withstand harsh offshore conditions.

**SPECS**
- Strobe light holder safety whistle and SOLAS reflective tape on inflation cell
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Body-armor industry outer shell with reflective accents
- Harness version available: MD3184 02 / MD3154 02
- Water resistant pocket

**INTENDED USE**
GREAT FOR
- Boating
- Fishing / Sailing

**COLORS**
- BLACK
- RED/BLACK
- GRAY/BLACK
**DLX 38 INFLATABLE PFD (AUTOMATIC) - DLX 38 INFLATABLE PFD (MANUAL)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>AUTOMATIC / USA: MD2983</th>
<th>CAN: MD2953</th>
<th>MANUAL / USA: MD2981</th>
<th>CAN: MD2951</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>UNVERSAL ADULT</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;C&quot; MA7214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval</td>
<td>USCG Type II / Type V Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type II Performance)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USCG Type III / Type V Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High buoyancy PFD that maximizes comfort and styling. Automatic inflator technology best suited for fair weather offshore adventures. Also, a manual inflator option for when you want to control the inflation when getting in and out of water.

**SPCCS**
- Automatic inflation model inflates upon water immersion / Manual inflation model inflates by pulling on activation cord
- AIS compatible to aid searchers in a rescue situation
- Water resistant zippered side pocket
- More comfortable fit around neck and back
- MOLLE inspired attachment system for custom configuration of gear (pocket sold separately)
- Dual side adjusters provide an easy size adjustment
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- MA7637 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately

**INFLATED INTENDED USE**
- GREAT FOR BOATING / FISHING / SAILING

---

**SPECS**
- Automatic inflation model inflates upon water immersion / Manual inflation model inflates by pulling on activation cord
- Water resistant zippered side pocket
- More comfortable fit around neck and back
- MOLLE inspired attachment system for custom configuration of gear (pocket sold separately)
- Dual side adjusters provide an easy size adjustment
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- MA7637 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately

**Colors**

- 206 BROWN FLUORESCENT YELLOW GREEN
- 208 GRAY/FLUORESCENT YELLOW GREEN
- 123 RED/BLACK

**SKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L/XL</td>
<td>17.0 LBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG/SM</td>
<td>15.0 LBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INFLATED CAN
INFLATED USA

MODEL# USA: MD5183 / MD5183 BC
CAN: MD5153 / MD5153 BC

SIZE UNIVERSAL ADULT
REARM "A" MA5183

APPROVAL | USCG Type III (Type V Commercial)
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

INTENDED USE GREAT FOR
FISHING / BOATING

MODEL# AUTOMATIC / USA: MD2016 02, MD2016 CM
CAN: MD2017 02, MD2017 CM
MANUAL / USA: MD2014 02, MD2014 CM
CAN: MD2015 02, MD2015 02 CM

SIZE UNIVERSAL ADULT
REARM "A" MA2016

APPROVAL | USCG Type III / Type V Commercial
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

INTENDED USE GREAT FOR
BOATING

MODEL# USA: MV4620
CAN: MV4621

SIZE S-XXXL

APPROVAL | USCG Type III
TC Approved PFD

INTENDED USE GREAT FOR
BOATING

The Elite™ 28 HIT™ inflator is ideal for fast moving boats and traveling at speed.
Comfortable, slim, aerodynamic chassis. A favourite among bass fishermen who
have high output activity and like mobility.

SPES
- Aerodynamic 3D chassis reduces drag
  at high speeds
- Shaped for optimum mobility and comfort
- Wicking mesh liner
- Discreet inflation handle reduces interference
- 28LBS buoyancy when inflated

ELITE™ 28

M.I.T. 100 INFLATABLE PFD (AUTOMATIC) / M.I.T. 100 INFLATABLE PFD (MANUAL)

MODEL# AUTOMATIC / USA: MD2016 02, MD2016 CM
CAN: MD2017 02, MD2017 CM
MANUAL / USA: MD2014 02, MD2014 CM
CAN: MD2015 02, MD2015 02 CM

SIZE UNIVERSAL ADULT
REARM "A" MA2014

APPROVAL | USCG Type III / Type V Commercial
TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)

A super easy-wearing PFD and a popular choice for “first inflatable” users. Simple
1-fold repack design and ultra lightweight design thanks to M.I.T. film inside. Ideal
for inshore or calmer water.

SPES
- Automatic inflation model inflates upon water immersion / Manual inflation
model inflates by pulling on activation cord
- Exclusive Membrane Inflatable Technology™ (M.I.T. )
- Inflator inspection window + easy access flap
- Provides 28lbs buoyancy when inflated
- MA7632 2” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately

M.I.T. 100 INFLATABLE PFD

MODEL# USA: MV4620
CAN: MV4621

SIZE S-XXXL

APPROVAL | USCG Type III
TC Approved PFD

INTENDED USE GREAT FOR
BOATING

ACCEL 100 FISHING VEST

MODEL# USA: MF4623
CAN: MA4623

SIZE "A" MA4623

APPROVAL | USCG Type III
TC Approved PFD

This vest is the best foam PFD for users whose only speed level is turbo. It offers
the highest available speed rating on the market, and was designed specifically
for fishing.

SPES
- Dynamic strength-tested construction
  for speeds up to 100 mph (USA only)
- Fleece-lined collar and hand warmer pockets for chilly mornings
- Split foam reduces ride up while sitting

ACCEL 100 FISHING VEST
INFLATABLE BELT PACK PFD

**MODEL #: USA: MD3075 CAN: MD3071**
**SIZE: UNIVERSAL ADULT**
**REARM: “E” MA714**
**APPROVAL: MD3075 / USCG Type III**
**MD3071 / TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)**

Super compact. The belt pack is ideal for users wanting a discreet PFD that stays out of the way. Manual inflation gives inflation control for Kayaking or SUP users.

**SPCS**
- Stays out of the way until activated
- Lightweight and ergonomic fit
- Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
- 35LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Soft neoprene backing reduces chafing when worn against skin
- MA7637 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately

INFLATABLE FISHERMAN’S VEST

**MODEL #: MIV-10**
**SIZE: UNIVERSAL ADULT**
**REARM: MD3700**

Moderate manual inflation for when you need to control buoyancy, like when you’re waist deep fly fishing. Cool retro vibe with multiple large pockets, and a hook and fly patch.

**SPCS**
- Six roomy storage pockets
- Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
- 16LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Sheepskin hook and fly patch

INFLA® BELT PACK PFD

**MODEL #: MD3075**
**SIZE: UNIVERSAL ADULT**
**REARM: “E” MA714**
**APPROVAL: MD3075 / USCG Type III**
**MD3071 / TC Approved Inflatable PFD (Type III Performance)**

Super compact. The belt pack is ideal for users wanting a discreet PFD that stays out of the way. Manual inflation gives inflation control for Kayaking or SUP users.

**SPCS**
- Stays out of the way until activated
- Lightweight and ergonomic fit
- Manually inflates by pulling activation cord
- 35LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Soft neoprene backing reduces chafing when worn against skin
- MA7637 1.5” Buckle Belt Extender sold separately

KHIMERA™ DUAL FLATION PFD

**MODEL #: MD7183**
**SIZE: UNIVERSAL ADULT**
**REARM: “G” MA716**
**APPROVAL: HARMONIZED**

Our revolutionary dual flotation PFD. This vest inflates! It gives just enough foam to help you float and swim easily, plus it can easily be inflated to boost buoyancy with a quick pull of the manual handle when you really need it.

**SPCS**
- Dual flotation system blends the security of foam flotation with the slim profile of inflatable technology
- 7.5 lb foam buoyancy keeps you afloat without creating bulk
- Pulling the manual inflator boosts you to 20.5 lb of buoyancy – more than traditional foam PFDs
- Lightweight and low profile design offers greater comfort and range of motion, and eases re-entry into your boat from the water
- Adjustable shoulder straps for an improved fit

*HARMONIZED: New Government approval system that results in the harmonization of safety approvals between the USA and CA to create a standard followed by both countries. USCG + TC Approved.
**DELUXE PADDLING VEST**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MV10501

**SIZE**
- S-XXL

**APPROVAL** | TC Approved PFD

Great for users who prefer the tried and true styling of standard foam paddling vests. Designed to contour and cinch to the body for great fit, and Dri-Lex mesh keeps you cool.

**SPECS**
- Specialized low profile construction contours to the body
- Dri-Lex mesh lining transports perspiration away from the skin and provides added ventilation for cooling comfort
- Two zippered pockets

**INTENDED USE**
- Great for fishing
- Flatwater paddling / SUP / Kayak fishing

---

**DELUXE SPORTSMAN’S VEST**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MV10501

**SIZE**
- S-XXL

**APPROVAL** | TC Approved PFD

Tried and true foam fishing vest. Keep your gear on-hand with large pockets and multiple attachment points. Dri-Lex mesh keeps you cool.

**SPECS**
- Specialized low profile construction contours to the body
- Dri-Lex mesh lining transports perspiration away from the skin and provides added ventilation for cooling comfort
- Large beveled cargo pockets with secure closures

**INTENDED USE**
- Great for fishing
- Flatwater paddling / SUP / Kayak fishing

---

**MEN’S HORSEPOWER NEOPRENE PFD**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MV1283

**SIZE**
- XS-XXXL

**APPROVAL** | TC Approved PFD

The only mens neoprene PFD in our line-up, this vest offers high-grade neoprene in a very flexible fit.

**SPECS**
- High grade neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit
- Large armholes for enhanced mobility
- Split tail reduces ride-up

**INTENDED USE**
- Great for wake boarding / water skiing / boating

---

**WOMEN’S DIVA DELIGHT NEOPRENE PFD**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MV1285

**SIZE**
- XS-XL

**APPROVAL** | TC Approved PFD

Cut and fitted specifically for women. Soft high-grade neoprene with a split tail back design for added comfort and mobility.

**SPECS**
- High grade neoprene for a soft, comfortable fit
- Large armholes for enhanced mobility
- Cut and sized specifically for women
- Split tail reduces ride-up

**INTENDED USE**
- Great for wake boarding / water skiing / boating
### Nylon Water Sport Vest

**Model:** USA: N/A  CAN: MVT373  USA: N/R  CAN: MVT3000

**Size:** Universal

**Approval:** TC Approved PFD

**Intended Use:** Water Activities

An entry-level foam PFD in a trusted standard design. Soft foam and large armholes provide additional comfort.

**Specs**
- Three buckles for secure fit
- Large armholes for good mobility

### Universal Fit Adult PFD

**Model:** USA: N/A  CAN: MVT3005

**Size:** Universal

**Approval:** TC Approved PFD

A solid entry-level foam PFD. Universal Sizing makes it handy to have on hand if you want a few extra PFDs on the boat for guests.

**Specs**
- Universal sizing
- 3-adjustment belts and open sides for a flexible fit

### Rev Young Adult Vest

**Model:** MVT3006 / MVT3006CM (CAMO)

**Size:** 88-110 lbs / 28-31" chest (subject to change during approval)

**Approval:** HARMONIZED* LEVEL 70 buoyancy (equivalent to TYPE III Performance)

**Intended Use:** Water Activities

A form-fitting, classic specifically for young adults, this vest bridges the gap from children’s to Adult PFDs. Segmented foam panels keep you mobile when tucking in for that epic cannonball.

**Specs**
- Specially designed interior foam panels form-fit the body to fit better than a size small adult vest
- MOLLE inspired accessory panel for custom attachment of gear
- Segmented foam panels for an active, flexible fit
- Wicking liner for moisture management

*HARMONIZED: New Government approval system that results in the harmonization of safety approvals between the USA and CA to create a standard followed by both countries, USCG + TC Approved.
**REV VEST CHILD**

**MODEL#** MV3565 / MV3565vCM

**SIZE** Child 33-55 LBS (13-25 KG)

**APPROVAL** HARMONIZED* LEVEL 70 BUOYANCY (equivalent to TYPE III Performance)

An excellent all-around PFD for older children who no longer need head pillow support (or stubbornly refuse it). Ultra soft fabric resists stains, and segmented foam flexes to keep kids moving. Note that camo version is carry over from 2018.

**SPECS**
- Ultra soft
- Stain resistant
- Segmented foam for enhanced mobility
- Ventilated mesh back
- Wicking liner

**REV VEST YOUTH**

**MODEL#** MV3550 / MV3550vCM

**SIZE** Youth 55-88 LBS (25-40 KG)

**APPROVAL** HARMONIZED* LEVEL 70 BUOYANCY (equivalent to TYPE III Performance)

An excellent all-around PFD for older children who no longer need head pillow support (or stubbornly refuse it). Ultra soft fabric resists stains, and segmented foam flexes to keep kids moving. Note that camo version is carry over from 2018.

**SPECS**
- Ultra soft
- Stain resistant
- Segmented foam for enhanced mobility
- Ventilated mesh back
- Wicking liner

**LIL' LEGENDS**

**MODEL#** MV1203 (infant)/ MV1205 (child)/ MV1205 (youth)

**SIZE**
- Infant MV1203 - 9-14 KG (20-30 LBS)
- Child MV1205 - 14-27 KG (30-60 LBS)
- Youth MV1205 - 27-41 KG (60-90 LBS)

**APPROVAL** TC Approved

The best feature-laden children’s PFD in our line up. It offers all the bells and whistles to keep your wee one safe, including head pillow, crotch strap (no crotch strap on Youth model), and grab handle.

**SPECS**
- Ultra soft
- Stain resistant
- Ventilated mesh back
- Wicking liner
- Note that infant model is USCG Approved and not Harmonized

**CLASSIC KIDS VEST**

**MODEL#** G8L/NA

**SIZE**
- Infant MV1210 - 9-14 KG (20-30 LBS)
- Child MV1215 - 14-27 KG (30-60 LBS)
- Youth MV1215 - 27-41 KG (60-90 LBS)

**APPROVAL** TC Approved

Durable, versatile and perfect for taking your kids fishing, sailing or playing at the lake. Features an adjustable waist belt and crotch strap for a secure fit, a head cushion to cradle the head in the water and a safety grab strap for ease of rescue.

**SPECS**
- 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved in-water support
- Adjustable waist belt and crotch strap
- Large grab strap on collar for ease of rescue

---

*HARMONIZED: New Government approval system that results in the harmonization of safety approvals between the USA and CA to create a standard followed by both countries. USCG + TC Approved.*

---

**REV VEST CHILD**

**MODEL#** MV3565 / MV3565vCM

**SIZE** Child 33-55 LBS (13-25 KG)

**APPROVAL** HARMONIZED* LEVEL 70 BUOYANCY (equivalent to TYPE III Performance)

---

**LIL’ LEGENDS**

**MODEL#** MV1203 (infant)/ MV1205 (child)/ MV1205 (youth)

**SIZE**
- Infant MV1203 - 9-14 KG (20-30 LBS) USCG Approved only (not Harmonized)
- Child MV1205 - 14-27 KG (30-60 LBS)
- Youth MV1205 - 27-41 KG (60-90 LBS)

**APPROVAL** HARMONIZED* LEVEL 70 BUOYANCY (equivalent to TYPE III Performance)

The best feature-laden children’s PFD in our line up. It offers all the bells and whistles to keep your wee one safe, including head pillow, crotch strap (no crotch strap on Youth model), and grab handle.

**SPECS**
- Ultra soft
- Stain resistant
- Ventilated mesh back
- Wicking liner
- Note that infant model is USCG Approved and not Harmonized

---

**CLASSIC KIDS VEST**

**MODEL#** G8L/NA

**SIZE**
- Infant MV1210 - 9-14 KG (20-30 LBS)
- Child MV1215 - 14-27 KG (30-60 LBS)
- Youth MV1215 - 27-41 KG (60-90 LBS)

**APPROVAL** TC Approved

Durable, versatile and perfect for taking your kids fishing, sailing or playing at the lake. Features an adjustable waist belt and crotch strap for a secure fit, a head cushion to cradle the head in the water and a safety grab strap for ease of rescue.

**SPECS**
- 3-piece collar cradles head for extra buoyancy and improved in-water support
- Adjustable waist belt and crotch strap
- Large grab strap on collar for ease of rescue

---

*HARMONIZED: New Government approval system that results in the harmonization of safety approvals between the USA and CA to create a standard followed by both countries. USCG + TC Approved.*
COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
WORK VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model:** USA: MD3188 CAN: MD3157
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Type:** “C” MA7214
**Approval:** USCG Type V Performance/Approved only when worn (MD3188)
**TC Approved PFD**

**Specifications:**
- Durable heavy duty nylon outer shell
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- SOLAS reflective tape

**HIT™ AUTO-HYDROSTATIC INFLATABLE PFD**

**Model:** USA: MD3183 T2 CAN: N/A
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Type:** “C” MA3214
**Approval:** USCG Type II / Type V Commercial

**Specifications:**
- Back flap & SOLAS reflective tape
- 38 LBS buoyancy when inflated

M.I.T. 100 AUTO INFLATABLE PFD WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE & WHISTLE

**Model:** USA: MV3192 CAN: N/A
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Type:** “D” MA2014
**Approval:** USCG Type III/V Work Vest

**Specifications:**
- 500 Denier Cordura® outer shell
- 28 LBS buoyancy when inflated
- Two large front cargo pockets with easy to use pull tabs for extra storage
- 100 MPH dynamic strength tested (USA only)
- Two large front cargo pockets with easy to use pull tabs for extra storage
- 98.75 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape (MV3192vCG only)
- 62 square inches of SOLAS reflective tape (USA only)

HIGH COLLAR SAR VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model:** USA: MV5600 CAN: MV5601
**Size:** S-XXXL
**Approval:** USCG Type II
**TC Approved PFD**

**Specifications:**
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 21 LBS buoyancy
- Crew Vest Approved to Small Vessel Regulations

SMALL VESSEL LIFE JACKET

**Model:** USA: N/A CAN: MV5612
**Size:** Universal Adult
**Type:** “C” MA3214
**Approval:** TC Approved Small Vessel Life Jacket

**Specifications:**
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 21 LBS buoyancy
- Crew Vest Approved to Small Vessel Regulations

WORK VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model:** USA: MV5600 CAN: MV5601
**Size:** S-XXXL
**Approval:** USCG Type II
**TC Approved PFD**

**Specifications:**
- Type V Work Vest
- SOLAS reflective tape
- Fast-tab to attach required equipment
### 4-ONE SOLAS VEST

**Model Number**: MV8035 (Child) / MV8040 (Adult)

**Size**: Child: 33-95 LBS / Adult: 95 LBS+

**Approval**: USCG SOLAS, TC SOLAS, MED SOLAS, INTERNATIONAL SOLAS, USCG Type I

**Features**:
- Compact storage
- Easy to don
- SOLAS grade reflective tape
- Only device on the market with 5 approvals

### CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH 2 POCKETS & RADIO POCKET

**Model Number**: USA: MV3119 RP

**Size**: S-XXL

**Approval**: TC Approved PFD

**Features**:
- Industrial vest with SOLAS reflective tape
- Two roomy pockets with Velcro™ closures
- Adjustable radio pocket allows you to use the radio without removing it from the pocket

### CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH 4 POCKETS & SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model Number**: USA: MV3128 T1

**Size**: S-7XL

**Approval**: USCG Type III

**Features**:
- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

### ANSI INDUSTRIAL MESH VEST (ANSI 107-2010 CLASS 1 COMPLIANT)

**Model Number**: USA: MV3164 T2

**Size**: S/M, L/XL, 3XL/4XL, 5XL/6XL

**Approval**: USCG Type III

**Features**:
- 50 MPH dynamic strength-tested construction
- Provides a minimum of 155 square inches of reflective material
- Meets ANSI 107-2010 Class 1

### UNIVERSAL FIT ADULT PFD WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model Number**: USA: MV3104 T1

**Approval**: USCG Universal Adult

**Features**:
- Flexible fit in a universal size
- 3 adjustable straps for comfort sizing

### CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

**Model Number**: USA: MV3106 T2

**Size**: USA: S/M, L/XL, XXL, 3XL/7XL

**Approval**: USCG Type III

**Features**:
- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**SPECs**

- Flexible fit in a universal size
- 3 adjustable straps for comfort sizing

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH 4 POCKETS & SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

---

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Four Velcro™ pockets
- SOLAS reflective tape
- 50 mph dynamic strength tested

---

**CLASSIC INDUSTRIAL VEST WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**SPECs**

- Reflective tape on shoulders
- Adjustable side straps
- Large armholes
**CATALYST FLOTATION COAT**

**MODEL #**
- USA: MC5444
- CAN: MC5445

**SIZE**
- S-XXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III
- TC Marine PFD

**SPCS**
- M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and mobility
- Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
- Immersed Clo 0.17 when worn with the Catalyst Pant

**COLORS**
- Red/Black
- Orange w/Black Bottom

**BACK VIEW**

---

**CLASSIC FLOTATION COAT**

**MODEL #**
- USA: MC1504
- CAN: MC1505

**SIZE**
- S-XXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III
- TC Marine PFD

**SPCS**
- Hypothermia protection and flotation
- Front zippered pockets

**COLORS**
- Orange
- Dark Blue (Canada Only)
- Dark Navy Blue (Colonels)

**BACK VIEW**

---

**CATALYST FLOTATION BIB PANT**

**MODEL #:**
- MP4240

**SIZE**: S-XL

**APPROVAL**: N/A

**SPCS**
- M-Tech™ Comfort System provides unparalleled range of motion and mobility
- Waterproof, breathable, fully taped outer shell
- Immersed Clo 0.17 (see “Clo” meaning on page 51) when worn with the Catalyst Jacket
- Wicking liner

**COLORS**
- Black

**BACK VIEW**

---

**CLASSIC BIB PANT**

**MODEL #:**
- MP4212

**SIZE**: USA S-XXL

**APPROVAL**: N/A

**SPCS**
- Insulated flotation pants for wear with Classic jackets and coats
- Leg zippers allow ease of entry and donning over boots

**COLORS**
- Black

---

**HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION COAT**

**MODEL #:**
- USA: MC1504 T3
- CAN: MC1505 T3

**SIZE**: S-XXL

**APPROVAL**: USCG Type III
- TC Marine PFD

**SPCS**
- CSA Z96-2009 compliant (Canada)
- ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2 compliant (USA)
- Neoprene wrist closures (on MC1504 T3 only)

**COLORS**
- Fluorescent Yellow-Green

---
**THERMOSYSTEM PLUS FLOTATION COAT**

**MODEL**
- USA: MC1534 GS
- CAN: MC1535

**SIZE**
- S-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III TC Marine PFD

**SPECS**
- Neoprene beaver tail for enhanced hypothermia protection
- SOLAS reflective tape
- Interior radio pocket

**CLASSIC FLOTATION JACKET WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**MODEL**
- USA: MJ6214 T1
- CAN: N/A

**SIZE**
- S-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III

**SPECS**
- Relaxed fit for mobility and comfort
- More than 62 square inches of reflective tape
- Neoprene wrist seals

**HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION JACKET**

**MODEL**
- USA: MJ6214 T3

**SIZE**
- S-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III

**SPECS**
- ANSI 107-2010 Class 2 Compliant
- More than 201 square inches of reflective tape
- Neoprene wrist closures

**INSULATED HOOD**

**MODEL**
- USA: MA7136
- CAN: N/A

**SIZE**
- Universal

**APPROVAL**
- N/A

**SPECS**
- Compatible with Classic and Integrity™ flotation coats and jackets
- One-handed tightening
- Water resistant

**CLASSIC FLOTATION SUIT**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MS-185

**SIZE**
- XS-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- TC Marine PFD

**SPECS**
- Hypothermia protection and flotation in a 1-piece suit
- Immersed *Clo 0.420
- Designed for use in a range of industrial and recreational environments

**INTEGRITY™ SUIT**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MS-195

**SIZE**
- XS-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- TC Marine PFD

**SPECS**
- Foam provides hypothermia protection and flotation
- Neoprene Comfort Cuff™ wrists
- Immersed *Clo 0.420

**CLASSIC FLOTATION JACKET WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE**

**MODEL**
- USA: MJ6214 T1

**SIZE**
- S-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III

**SPECS**
- Relaxed fit for mobility and comfort
- More than 62 square inches of reflective tape
- Neoprene wrist seals

**HIGH VISIBILITY FLOTATION JACKET**

**MODEL**
- USA: MJ6214 T3

**SIZE**
- S-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- USCG Type III

**SPECS**
- ANSI 107-2010 Class 2 Compliant
- More than 201 square inches of reflective tape
- Neoprene wrist closures

**INSULATED HOOD**

**MODEL**
- USA: MA7136
- CAN: N/A

**SIZE**
- Universal

**APPROVAL**
- N/A

**SPECS**
- Compatible with Classic and Integrity™ flotation coats and jackets
- One-handed tightening
- Water resistant

**CLASSIC FLOTATION SUIT**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MS-185

**SIZE**
- XS-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- TC Marine PFD

**SPECS**
- Hypothermia protection and flotation in a 1-piece suit
- Immersed *Clo 0.420
- Designed for use in a range of industrial and recreational environments

**INTEGRITY™ SUIT**

**MODEL**
- USA: N/A
- CAN: MS-195

**SIZE**
- XS-XXXL

**APPROVAL**
- TC Marine PFD

**SPECS**
- Foam provides hypothermia protection and flotation
- Neoprene Comfort Cuff™ wrists
- Immersed *Clo 0.420
INTEGRITY™ HX SUIT WITH SOLAS REFLECTIVE TAPE

MODEL# USA: N/A CAN: MS-195 HX
SIZE XS-XXXL
APPROVAL TC Marine PFD
SPECS - Weatherproof, seam-sealed flotation suit
- Immersed *Clo 0.420

DELUXE ANTI-EXPOSURE COVERALL

MODEL# USA: MS2175 CAN: MS2195
SIZE XS-XXXL
APPROVAL TC Marine PFD
USCG Type V (Worksuit), Replacement of Type III when worn
SPECS - Hypothermia protection and flotation immersed *Clo 0.420
- Inflatable head support pillow to increase freeboard
- Chest and front cargo pockets for extra storage

OCEAN COMMANDER WITH HARNESS & BUDDY LINE

MODEL# USA: OC8000 HR CAN: N/A
SIZE Universal Adult
APPROVAL USCG SOLAS, MED SOLAS
SPECS - USCG approved immersion suit
- Hood offers a water-tight fit; face seal gives top protection from water and wind exposure
- Full length body zipper gives a water-tight seal
- Meets MED carriage requirements

SURVIVAL TIMES

This graph indicates random samples of Clo values and the corresponding estimation of survival time in calm water (assuming a thin person with a 5.5°F [3°C] drop in core temperature).

WHAT IS A “CLO” & WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

“Clo” is a measurement of the thermal insulation of a suit or device. One Clo represents the thermal comfort of an average person in business clothing in a room temperature indoor environment. Fractions of this thermal insulation are what are perceived when worn in the water. Each of the values are below 1.0 because water transfers heat out of the body 25 times faster than air. Wearing a Mustang Survival suit will increase cold water survival time exponentially.

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
OCEAN COMMANDER TC/SOLAS
- SOLAS immersion suit
- Fluorescent yellow-green for improved visibility
- Hood offers a water-tight fit; face seal gives top protection from water and wind exposure
- Immersed *ClO 0.960

NEOPRENE IMMERSION SUIT WITH HARNESS & BUDDY LINE
- Easy to don in stormy conditions
- Five-fingered insulated gloves for warmth and dexterity
- Water-tight face seal

RING BUOY - 30" WITH REFLECTIVE TAPE
- SOLAS grade reflective tape
- Polypropylene rope with UV stabilizer

90 FT. RING BUOY LINE WITH BAG
- Length: 90’ (27.4 m)
- Material: 3/8” (9.5 mm) Polypropylene Floating Rope
- Break Strength: 1900 LBS (862 kg)

75 FT. THROW BAG
- 75’ of 9mm multi-filament floating polypropylene rope
- Mesh top for quick drying
- Break Strength: 1900 LBS (862 kg)
- Retro-reflective tape with light stick holder and quick release buckles

ICE COMMANDER SUIT
- Fully waterproof outer shell with removable flotation liner
- Water-tight hood, gloves and non-slip rubber soled boots
- 45% lighter than other rescue suits

ICE COMMANDER SUIT PRO
- Fully waterproof outer shell with removable flotation liner
- Water-tight hood, gloves and non-slip rubber soled boots
- Features extended torso, covered diagonal entry zipper and multi-point adjustments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE-ARM KIT NAME &amp; MODEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>INFLATABLE PFD PRODUCTS SUPPORTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT A / MA5183</td>
<td>HYDROSTATIC 24G - METAL HANDLE</td>
<td>M05183, M05153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT B / MA5283</td>
<td>HYDROSTATIC 33G - METAL HANDLE</td>
<td>M05283, M05253, M06284, M06254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT C / MA7214</td>
<td>HYDROSTATIC 33G - PLASTIC HANDLE</td>
<td>M07214 (02/06/17/21/37), M07184 (02), M07188 (06), M07191 (21/24/21/37), M07194 (02), M07315 (11), M07317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT D / MA2014</td>
<td>AUTO/MANUAL 24G - BAYONET</td>
<td>M02014 (02/CM), M02015 (02/CM), M02016 (02/CM/TS), M02017 (02/CM/TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT E / MA7114</td>
<td>AUTO/MANUAL 33G - BAYONET</td>
<td>M07114 (02/CM), M07115 (02/CM), M07116 (02/CM/TS), M07117 (02/CM/TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT F / MA7113</td>
<td>HR AUTO/MANUAL 33G - NO BAYONET</td>
<td>M07113 (02/CM), M07114 (02/CM), M07115 (02/CM/TS), M07116 (02/CM/TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-ARM KIT G / MA7116</td>
<td>MANUAL 12G - NO BAYONET</td>
<td>M07116 (02/CM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA3332</td>
<td>LEG STRAP ASSEMBLY FOR INFLATABLE PFDs</td>
<td>FITS MUSTANG SURVIVAL PFDs WITH 1” OR 1.5” WEBBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA7099</td>
<td>ACR HELMLIGHT 3 - WATER ACTIVATED PERSONAL LOCATOR LIGHT</td>
<td>ALL PRODUCTS WITH 1” ATTACHMENT STRAPS, TABS OR WEBBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA3060</td>
<td>MOLLE COMPATIBLE FISHING POCKET</td>
<td>FITS ALL INFLATABLE PFDs WITH MOLLE ATTACHMENT SYSTEM. CAN ALSO SNAP ONTO WAIST BELT OF ALL PFDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA6000</td>
<td>UTILITY POCKET</td>
<td>ATTACHES TO ALL INFLATABLE PFD WAIST BELTS. AVAILABLE IN ORANGE (02) AND BLACK (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA7632</td>
<td>BELT EXTENDER FOR 2” BUCKLE</td>
<td>INFLATABLE PFDs WITH 2” WEBBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA7637</td>
<td>BELT EXTENDER FOR 1.5” BUCKLE</td>
<td>INFLATABLE PFDs WITH 1.5” WEBBING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use of other re-arm kits may result in improper operation or failure to operate and will void the product’s warranty.
**MUSTANG SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGIES**

**MARINESPEC™ BP = BOMB PROOF**

Waterproof and windproof protection of the MarinaSpec™ family of materials. Highly saturated face fabrics with abrasion, salt water, and UV resistance form the outer layer. Internally, a fully waterproof, windproof, and non-porous membrane delivers waterproof and windproof protection for a variety of marine activities.

**MARINESPEC™ SP = STORM PROOF**

Waterproof and windproof protection of stretch and offers maximum breathability. A very soft, high-performing fabric forms the inner and outer layers. Internally, a fully waterproof, windproof, and exceptionally breathable non-porous membrane offers marine protection for higher output activities on the water.

**MARINESPEC™ MP = MARINE PERFORMANCE**

Waterproof and windproof protection of stretch and offers maximum breathability. A very soft, high-performing fabric forms the inner and outer layers. Internally, a fully waterproof, windproof, and exceptionally breathable non-porous membrane offers marine protection for higher output activities on the water.

**3D Chassis**

Exclusive to the Elta™ inflatable IFD. Creates a slim profile to enhance mobility, fit security and reduce neck fatigue. Wind-tunnel tested to improve the body’s aerodynamics, reduce drag at speed and limit wind interference.

**Closed Comfort System™ (CCS™)**

Makes the neck area more comfortable for wear in more demanding marine environments. Highly durable face fabrics with abrasion, salt water, and UV resistance form the outer layer. Internally, a fully waterproof and windproof non-porous membrane with micro-porous coating is used to combine form the outer membrane and offers maximum breathability. A very soft, high performing fabric forms the inner and outer layers. Internally, a fully waterproof, windproof, and exceptionally breathable non-porous membrane offers marine protection for higher output activities on the water.

**Closed Comfort Collar™**

Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort around the neck, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.

**Comfort Collar™**

Made of exclusive Mustang Survival materials to improve comfort around the neck, reduce chafing and encourage all-day wear.

**Hydraulic Inflatable Technology (HIT™)**

Water pressure activated inflation. The inflator will automatically inflate under water pressure and not inadvertently in rain, spray or humidity. Inflates only when submerged in 4 or more inches of water.

**Membrane Inflatable Technology™**

A layer of our EP 6.5 sailable, super-lightweight fabric that reduces product weight to create a lighter and more flexible fit.

**Military Grade Gore-tex® (3 layer)**


**Closed Comfort System™ (CCS™)**

Engineered for the marine environment, MarineSpec SP fabrics have been through extensive field and laboratory testing.

**Securezip™**

A sealing and fitting platform exclusive to the Sentinel™ Series Dry Suits. Based on more than two years of extensive dermatosensory research, range of motion testing and user evaluations. Mobility Based Sizing™ offers a semi-custom suit that reduces bulk and increases range of motion without the expensive custom price tags or long lead times. Applies to all Mustang Survival dry suits beginning with MSD6.

**M-Tech™ Comfort System™**

An extremely durable Gore-tex waterproof breathable, floatable system that keeps you dry. Trust you when you need it and is so comfortable you’ll want to wear it even when you’re not on the water. The first layer is a waterproof, breathable outer shell, the second layer is segmented foam that flexes and moves with you and allows moisture to transfer away from the body and the third layer is a wicking liner that aids breathability. Included in the Catalyst Flotation Coats, Jackets and pants.

**Rapid Repair Technology™**

Enables users to self-repair neck and wrist seals in an hour or less, and repair minor leaks in the dry suit shell.

**Descrap™**

A self-healing zipper originally designed for military aviators. Creates a lighter weight, lower profile and more secure fit. Breaks out effortlessly upon activation and seals itself upon re-packing.

**Mobility Based Sizing™**

Adjusters designed to be easy to use with cold or gloved hands to improve fit and reduce water flushing.
2018 FLOTATION STANDARDS UPDATE

Canada and the United States are working together to harmonize their flotation standards in order to improve the products and streamline the regulations. These new regulations are now starting to come into effect. This means that new devices that meet the updated standards will be approved for use in both Canada and the United States.

This harmonization work has led to a new performance classification system that will replace the old Type system. As a result, a new labeling system has been created that includes clear information and icons indicating performance of the device in the water. In addition to new labels, devices will include an information placard that will help users select a device that is both comfortable to wear and has the right performance (e.g. buoyancy, turning) for the planned activities.

For instance, our Khimera dual flotation vest is approved to the new harmonized standard. This means the Khimera has the new labels and can be sold and used in both countries. The performance level of the Khimera is indicated as a Level 70 and this should be considered equivalent to the old Type III foam classification. The Khimera complies with both Transport Canada and US Coast Guard requirements when worn and used for on water activities.

Currently approved devices will continue to be acceptable on board as long as they are in good condition. Devices with old labels continue to be approved in one country or the other, not both.

Mustang Survival will continue to provide information updates and go forward plans related to these new regulations.

For more information, please go to http://wearitlifejacket.org.
Mustang Survival proudly guarantees the quality and performance of all our products. All Mustang Survival products come with a warranty that reflects our confidence in the high quality of our design, engineering and manufacturing.

**Warranty & Repair**

Mustang Survival will use reasonable discretion to determine the validity of warranty claims. Each situation is different and it is up to the discretion of Mustang Survival to determine whether a product has a manufacturing defect or if it is suffering wear and tear.

In the case that a product does have a manufacturing defect deemed by Mustang Survival and is repairable, Mustang Survival may choose to not replace but to repair the product free of charge. The decision on whether to repair or replace a product is solely up to the discretion of Mustang Survival.

Unauthorized product modification automatically voids the Mustang Survival warranty. Damage due to wear and tear may be repaired at a reasonable charge.

All other warranties expressed or implied, and remedies with respect to the condition or use of the product, which might otherwise be provided by law in any jurisdiction, are specifically excluded.

This warranty applies to commercial products. The warranty for products supplied under government contracts depends solely on the warranty agreed to as part of that contract.